Studies of human hemoglobin intermediates. The double mixing method for studying the reactions of the species Hb4(CO) and Hb4(CO)2.
Using the double mixing method we have studied the reactions of the partially liganded species (Hb4, Hb4L1, Hb4L2, Hb4L3) of normal human hemoglobin with carbon monoxide. In the first mixing, oxygen is removed from the species Hb4(O2) chi (CO) gamma and at the second mixing the species Hb4(CO) gamma reacts with CO. At 90% saturation of oxyHb with CO the main intermediate species are Hb4(CO)3 and Hb4(CO)2, and at 10% saturation Hb4 and Hb4(CO). The four CO-combination rate constants determined are: l'1 = 1 X 10(5) M-1 S-1, l'2 = 7 X 10(5) M-1 S-1, l'3 = 2 X 10(5) M-1 S-1 and l'4 = 4.8 X 10(6) M-1 S-1. The results indicate that there is no monotonic increase in the successive CO-combination rate constants. It is difficult to explain these results on the basis of the two-state model (Monod et al., 1965) or the stereochemical model of Perutz (1970).